
 
 

Economy 

 

Bangladesh ranks 176th among 190 countries 

 Bangladesh has moved only one notch up to 176th position, among 190 economies, in a global ranking on the 

ease of doing business prepared by the World Bank Group. 

 According to the Doing Business Report-2019 released on Wednesday, Bangladesh‘s distance to frontier score 

also slightly increased to 41.97 points out of 100 this year from 40.99 of last year.  

 Bangladesh position was 177th among 190 countries in the last year‘s Doing Business Report. It had ranked 

176th in the previous year. 

 Bangladesh, however, slipped down in the ranking of most of the 10 indicators this year. 

 The country fell to 138 in starting a business from last year‘s 131, dealing with construction permits to 138 from 

130, getting credit to 161 from 159, protecting minority investors to 89 from 76, trading across border 176 from 

173 and resolving insolvency to 153 from last year‘s 152.  

 It registered slightly improvement in getting electricity to 179 from last year‘s 185, registering property to 183 

from 185 and paying taxes 151 from 152. 

 The ranking in enforcing contracts remained the same at 189 among 190 countries. 

 Scores in indicators like starting a business, dealing with construction permits, getting electricity, registering 

property and resolving insolvency, however, increased slightly compared with that of last year. 

 The country, however, fell behind all the SAARC countries and most of least developed and African countries. 

 Among the eight South Asian countries, India, Afghanistan and Sri Lanka made a big jump by 23 notches, 16 

notches and 11 notches respectively on implementation of many reforms initiatives. 

 According to the report, India and Afghanistan became top most reformers in the year. 

 India ranked 77th this year, moving up from last year‘s 100th, Afghanistan to 167th from 183th, Sri Lanka 100th 

from 111th and Pakistan 136th from the previous year‘s 147th position. 

 On the other hand, Bhutan, Nepal and the Maldives slipped to 81th, 110th and 139th place respectively from 

previous year‘s 75th, 105th and 136th place. 

 International Finance Corporation, an arm of the WB Group, senior economist M Masrur Reaz told New Age that 

the progress made by Bangladesh was not significant at all. 

 There is actually no difference between 176th place and 177th place as Bangladesh still remains in the most 

bottom part of business environment, he said. 

 ‗It proves that the business environment has not changed much and the country needs huge improvement in 

doing business,‘ he said. 

 This year, the country moved forward one notch mainly due to a slight improvement in getting electricity and 

registering property indicators, he added. 

 The government has taken many measures to improve the situation but implementation of those initiatives has 

yet to be completed, he said. 

 The government will have to complete the implementation in timely and coordinated manner, he added. 

 Experts also said that other countries were moving fast than Bangladesh. 

 The country will get only seven months to reflect its reforms measures in next year‘s report as WB will capture 

the records from May, 2018 to April, 2019 for next report. 

 Bangladesh Investment Development Authority in January 2017 unveiled a package of reforms aiming to bring 

down the country‘s ranking in ease of doing business index below 100th position in next five years. 

 This year New Zealand has topped the list followed by Singapore, Denmark, Hong Kong, South Korea, Georgia, 

Norway, the United States of America, the United Kingdom and Macedonia. 

 

From http://www.newagebd.net/article/54661/bangladesh-ranks-176th-among-190-countries 

 

Cost may come down even to zero as market reopens soon 

 The cost of migration for Malaysia-bound Bangladeshi workers would come down under a proposed recruitment 

process, according to a decision of a joint working group meeting on Wednesday. 

 Besides, the market is expected to be opened within a short period of time while all the eligible manpower 

recruitment agencies will be entitled to send workers there. 

 The second Bangladesh-Malaysia joint working group meeting was held at the Probashi Kallyan Bhaban in the 

city. The Ministry of Expatriates' Welfare and Overseas Employment (EWOE) Secretary Rownaq Jahan briefed the 

journalists after the meeting. 

 An official having knowledge about the development told the FE that Bangladeshi workers would be able go to 

Malaysia with almost zero migration cost. The employers will bear all the relevant expenses. 

 Referring to the meeting, he said that the employers will hire workers through authorised recruitment agencies 

of Malaysia. Otherwise, they can recruit directly through the Bangladeshi recruitment agencies. 

 Currently, the official cost of migration for Malaysia-bound workers is Tk 160,000 each. But the recruiters charge 

around Tk 350,000 each to send a worker to this job destination country. 

 At the press briefing, the EWOE secretary said that both the countries have agreed to lessen the migration cost.  
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 "We reached a common understanding in reducing the cost of migration," said Ms Jahan, who led the 

Bangladesh team of senior officials in the meeting.  

 As Malaysia needs workers, the country will open its door within a short period of time, she expressed the hope.  

 Replying to a query, the top official of the ministry said that there is no scope for syndication and all the 

recruiters will get equal opportunities in sending workers to Malaysia.  

 Mdm. Betty Hassan, undersecretary of policy division, Ministry of Human Resources of Malaysia, led a six-

member delegation in the meeting.  

 The Malaysian government had stopped issuing demand letter for Bangladeshi workers from September 01due 

to alleged syndication of only 10 recruiters. 

 The first joint working group meeting was held on September 25 in Putrajaya of Malaysia. The meeting then 

decided to allow all recruiting agencies to send workers to the Southeast Asian country. 

 The meeting also expressed the optimism to start calling visas for Bangladeshi workers and regularising the 

undocumented workers. 

 Shahidul Islam, Bangladesh High Commissioner in Kuala Lumpur, Salim Reza, director general of the Bureau of 

Manpower Employment and Training, Ahmed Munirus Saleheen, additional secretary of the EWOW, among 

others, were present at the meeting.  

 About 0.2 million Bangladeshi workers went to Malaysia through SPPA since signing of the G-to-G plus deal in 

2016. Approximately 0.9 million Bangladeshi workers are staying in Malaysia at present, sources said. 

 

From http://today.thefinancialexpress.com.bd/print/cost-may-come-down-even-to-zero-as-market-reopens-soon-

1541007206 

 

ADBI: Heavy reliance on overseas borrowing may hurt Bangladesh development 

 Bangladesh needs to mobilise domestic investment alongside increasing it in infrastructure with ‗spillover tax 

revenues‘ not relying too much on overseas money as infrastructural needs in Bangladesh remain enormous, 

says a global development expert.  

 ―Infrastructure needs in Bangladesh are huge. If you rely too much on overseas money, that will hurt the 

development,‖ Naoyuki Yoshino, Dean of the Asian Development Bank Institute (ADBI), told UNB in an interview 

at the ADB office in Dhaka. 

 The expert, also Professor Emeritus at Keio University, Japan, said the public money and money from the 

international lending agencies are not enough considering the huge infrastructural needs in Bangladesh, reports 

UNB. 

 ―I see traffic jam in Dhaka is getting heavier. That means you have lack of infrastructure and transportation,‖ he 

said adding that it is important to explore how to bring private sector in order to construct infrastructure. ―And 

the key is how to increase the rate of return from the investment.‖ 

 Prof Yoshino who leads the ADBI, the world‘s second best government-affiliated think tank, said many 

construction companies are interested in constructing railways, highways but they do not care about 

development of surrounding areas and inclusiveness.  

 ―They have to realise that lots of poor people are living in surrounding areas and think of how to provide finance 

to them and help them start their own small business, shops, restaurants,‖ he mentioned. 

 Prof Yoshino encouraged Bangladesh to give attention more on insurance, pension funds, and other savings 

saying it is very important for Bangladesh to start increasing savings – short-, medium- and long-term to 

address infrastructural investment needs.  

 He also thinks his popular idea – ‗Hometown Investment Trust (HIT)‘ funds - a stable way to supply risk capital, 

can be applied in Bangladesh supporting poor people around big infrastructure projects – roads, railways and 

highways - through funds.   

 In Japan, Hometown Investment Trust (HIT) funds were created as a new source of financing to support solar 

and wind power. The basic objective of HIT funds is to connect local investors with projects in their own locality 

in which they have personal knowledge and interest.  

 ―If Hometown Fund can be provided, poor people can start their own business along new roads and highways. 

This is also good for inclusive growth,‖ said the expert. 

 By means of HIT funds, many Japanese investors have put small amounts of money toward the construction of 

wind power and solar power projects.   

 The HIT funds have spread from Japan to Cambodia, Viet Nam, Peru, and Mongolia and they are also attracting 

attention from the Government of Thailand, and Malaysia‘s central bank. 

 Since infrastructure requires long-term investment, the chief executive officer of the ADBI said insurance and 

pension funds will be good sources of money in Bangladesh. 

 ―In 1991-1992, I was invited by China. They asked me many things and wanted to Japanese experience of 

development – what would be the key. I said circulating domestic investments,‖ he explained how China walked 

towards development path.  

 Prof Yoshino said China followed his suggestions and they became successful. And Bangladesh is different from 

Japan and China. ―You‘ve to bring little changes, if necessary, to make my proposals suitable for Bangladesh.‖   
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 For further development of Bangladesh, Prof Yoshino said Bangladesh has to establish income equality 

providing opportunities for all. ―You also need to provide quality education to have skilled workforce apart from 

diversity of wealth,‖ he added. 

 The expert said education should be made free of cost gradually in line with the growth of the economy.   

 Citing Broadcasting University in Japan, Prof Yoshino said education can be provided through mobile phone and 

even poor people in remote areas of Bangladesh can listen to excellent lectures. ―You only need mobile phone 

and internet apart from hiring experienced persons to deliver lecture. It‘s not expensive.‖  

 On boosting Bangladesh‘s export, he said ―It depends on demand and supply. But you need quality products. 

You have to look at what kinds of products are needed in surrounding countries. What kind of products they 

need and what kind of products Bangladesh can supply,‖. 

 

From https://www.dhakatribune.com/business/2018/11/01/adbi-heavy-reliance-on-overseas-borrowing-may-hurt-
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Telecommunication 

 

4 tower cos get licences today 

 Bangladesh Telecommunication Regulatory Commission will hand over licences to four tower sharing companies 

today, paving the way to separate ownership of mobile phone operators from mobile phone towers. 

 The telecom regulator recently issued letters to the top officials of licence wining entities — Edotco Bangladesh 

Company, TASC Summit Towers, ISON Tower Bangladesh Private (renamed as Kirtonkhola Tower Bangladesh), 

and AB Hightech Consortium. 

 They will receive the licences at a ceremony to be held at the BTRC office in Dhaka. 

 A senior official of the commission told New Age that the companies had already completed legal requirements 

along with payment of Tk 25 crore each in licence fees to get the licences. 

 The entities also deposited value-added tax at the rate of 15 per cent applicable on the licence fees to the 

telecom regulator, he said. 

 Awarding licences to run tower sharing business would allow comparatively weak mobile companies to expand 

their coverage with minimal investments and thus ensure better service quality, the BTRC official said. 

 As per the licencing conditions, the licence winners will have to start operation within six months of getting the 

licence. 

 After the commencement of operation, tower companies will have to provide service in all the divisional 

headquarters within one year, in the district headquarters in two years, 30 per cent of the upazilas in three years, 

60 per cent of the upazilas in four years and all the upazilas in five years. 

 A tower sharing company will have to build at least 10 per cent of the required towers to provide service to the 

mobile phone companies. 

 Earlier, in June this year, eight companies had applied to the commission but the four companies got highest 

marks from a 15-member evaluation committee formed by BTRC to secure the licences. 

 Meanwhile, Norwegian multinational telecommunications entity Telenor Group on August 10 expressed its 

dissatisfaction to the telecom regulator for not being one of the four companies picked by the telecom regulator 

for tower sharing company licences. 

 BD Tower Business Co Consortium, in which Telenor Norway and Peak Tower Holding Co Pte Ltd, two sister 

concerns of Telenor Group, are partners, applied for the tower sharing business licence in Bangladesh. 

 The consortium also includes Transcend Infrastructure Holdings Pte Ltd, a subsidiary of American Tower 

Corporation, and Grameen Byabosa Bikash, a sister concern of Grameen Bank. 

 Telenor Group also sought information on why the application of the consortium was not successful in obtaining 

tower sharing company licence. 

 The telecom regulator, however, refrained from replying to the Telenor Group letter. 

 Apart from BD Tower Business Co Consortium, Jamuna Tower Limited, FTA Bangladesh Limited and Bangladesh 

Telecommunication Company Limited were the other unsuccessful applicants. 

 

From http://www.newagebd.net/article/54667/4-tower-cos-get-licences-today 

 

Regulator moves to fix mobile data price 

 The government has taken a fresh step to fix the ceiling and floor prices for mobile data with a view to 

controlling the charge for browsing internet thought smart devices. 

 Currently, price of per megabyte of data ranges from Tk 0.09 to Tk 0.14. However, according to a cost modelling 

study by the International Telecommunication Union, the minimum price for per MB should be Tk 0.26. 

 Bangladesh Telecommunication Regulatory Commission has already heard out the mobile operators' point of 

view on the matter and will soon make a call. 

 ―The government is very adamant about the issue and has directed us to do something about it as soon as 

possible,‖ said a senior official of the telecom regulator. 
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 However, the mobile operators are divided: the top two players are on board with an upper and lower limit for 

mobile data tariffs, while the other two want just the ceiling price and not the floor price. 

 Given the current state of digitalisation in Bangladesh, it is too early to impose data floor pricing, Ankit Sureka, 

spokesperson of Banglalink, told The Daily Star. 

 The use of internet is increasing and people are gradually adopting the digital mode of life. If data floor pricing 

is implemented now for all operators, it will impede fair competition among mobile operators and ultimately 

result in higher prices of the internet. 

 ―This will discourage people who are yet to embrace digitalisation,‖ he said, adding that the operator has given 

its recommendations with proper justifications to the regulator. 

 Teletalk declined to comment on-the-record, but they echoed the same. 

 Both Grameenphone and Robi said the upper and lower limits for mobile data rates are needed to stop the 

ongoing 'price war'. There is price regulation for voice service but none for data service, said Shahed Alam, 

executive vice-president and head of regulatory affairs at Robi. 

 ―It is obvious that the absence of price regulation on data is triggering cross-subsidy and predatory pricing.‖ 

 Access to affordable internet is one of the key enablers of digital Bangladesh but over the last five years, mobile 

internet price has been slashed 80 percent though the spectrum price, regulatory fees, taxes and the overall cost 

have increased substantially, he said. 

 In order to ensure quality internet service and to promote adoption of new technology, the government should 

look at the sustainability of ecosystem. 

 ―Hence, data price regulation should be implemented at the earliest,‖ Alam added. 

 Currently, there are a wide variety of data packages available to customers, with some giving away data virtually 

for free, said a senior executive of one of the top two players. 

 ―If a customer buys 1 GB data for one week, the price will be lesser than if he/she takes it for a month. This 

complexity needs to be considered before declaring any pricing model,‖ he added. 

 The government has no other option but to fix the floor and ceiling prices with a clear margin to bring down the 

mobile data usage costs, said Mustafa Jabbar, minister for telecom and ICT. 

 ―Our main target is to protect the customers and create a business-friendly environment,‖ Jabbar told The Daily 

Star recently. 
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Capital Market 

 

90 more DSE members receive sales proceeds 

 Ninety more shareholders of Dhaka Stock Exchange on Wednesday received their respective portions of the 

strategic share sales proceeds after the bourse on Tuesday started disbursing the proceeds to its shareholders. 

 DSE started disbursing the proceeds after National Board of Revenue on Tuesday issued a circular slashing the 

bourse‘s members‘ capital gains tax to 5 per cent from 15 per cent, a DSE press release said. 

 DSE recently sold its 45,09,44,125 ordinary shares at Tk 947 crore to a Chinese consortium of Shenzhen and 

Shanghai stock exchanges to make the group its strategic partner. 

 The premier bourse would also distribute the proceeds to the remaining members today. 

 DSE on Tuesday distributed the proceeds to three members. 

 NBR approved the tax cut on condition that the shareholders would invest their respective shares of the sales 

proceeds in the capital market within six months and keep the investments under a lock-in for three years, a DSE 

senior official said.  

 The Chinese group joined the DSE board after depositing Tk 947 crore on September 3, but the amount could 

have not been distributed to the DSE members before settling the tax issue. 

 The BSEC on May 3 approved the DSE‘s proposal for selling the shares to the Chinese consortium, the DSE press 

release said. 

 The country‘s premier bourse on May 14 signed a strategic partnership agreement with the Chinese consortium 

to make the group its strategic investor. 
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Stocks end lower on poor earnings disclosure 

 Stocks slipped into the red on Wednesday, snapping a two-day gaining streak, amid poor earnings declarations 

by a number of companies.  

 Market operators said earnings and dividend declarations of some companies during the trading hours failed to 

meet investors' expectation, prompting them to sell shares. 

 "Lower than expected dividend declaration of Khulna Power Company and poor quarterly earnings of banks and 

financial institutions took a toll on stock prices," said a leading broker. 
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 Khulna Power recommended 30 per cent cash and 10 per cent stock dividend for the year ended on June 30, 

2018. In 2017, the company disbursed 55 per cent cash dividend. 

 Following the lower dividend declaration, Khulna Power's share price plunged 6.30 per cent to close at Tk 114.50 

on Wednesday. 

 Savar Refractories, Golden Son and Beach Hatchery -- have recommended 'no' dividend for the year ended on 

June 30, 2018. 

 The earnings of most of the listed banks also plummeted in January-September period of this year compared to 

that of the same period last year. 

 A section of investors also adopted 'wait-and-see" approach on the back of proposed dialogue between the 

ruling Awami League and Jatiya Oikyafront leaders scheduled to be held today (Thursday), International Leasing 

Securities said.  

 The market started with mixed trend and crossing the 5,300-mark within one hour of trading, but rest of the 

session went through correction. 

 The port city bourse, the Chittagong Stock Exchange (CSE), also edged lower with its CSE All Share Price Index-

CASPI-losing 36 points to settle at 16,191 and the Selective Categories Index - CSCX -shedding 23 points to 

finish at 9,816. 

 The losers beat gainers as 133 issues closed lower, 82 ended lower, with 24 issues remaining unchanged on the 

CSE. 

 The port city bourse traded 8.71 million shares and mutual fund units worth Tk 204 million in turnover. 
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Apparel 

 

Rebranding RMG abroad is needed, says EU envoy 

 A major rebranding of Bangladesh and its ready-made garment (RMG) sector are needed to enhance their 

images abroad, the European Union envoy in Dhaka has said. 

 "We need to work together for rebranding the country and the sector," the European Union Ambassador in 

Dhaka Rensje Teerink said at a seminar here on Wednesday. 

 She referred to a recent media report that nearly 70 per cent of the European clothing retailers skip out on using 

the 'Made in Bangladesh' line in the tags. 

 The country's poor image, stemming from poor workplace safety and low payment to workers, has compelled 

the European companies to avoid the 'Made in Bangladesh' label, according to the report. 

 Against this backdrop, Ms Teerink called for a joint effort for a major rebranding of the country and its RMG 

industry. 

 She also underlined the need for increasing wages of the garment workers. 

 "Last year, Bangladesh exported above $60-billion apparel products to the European Union," the envoy 

mentioned. 

 "There is no country that has managed to better grab the advantage of 'Everything but Arms' initiative than 

Bangladesh," she said. 

 "However, the wages for garment workers [in Bangladesh] are the lowest in the world," Ms Teerink stated. 

 It is lower than Cambodia or other countries that benefit from the scheme, she observed. 

 "There is also work needed to be done in terms of maintaining the International Labour Organisation 

compliance," the envoy further said. 

 She stressed the need for enhancing better business climate in the country. "Ease of doing business is 

something the country needs to focus on." 

 There have been steps to set up 100 special economic zones or 12 hi-tech parks. But attention should be given 

to what is already there, Ms Teerink said. 

 "We need to focus on the export processing zones that are already in existence and find out ways where we can 

improve the way they are working," she stated. 

 Earlier, the daylong seminar focused on ways to build sustainable business models for the local RMG industry. 

 The leading global financial giant HSBC organised the seminar in collaboration with the United Nations 

Development Programme (UNDP). 

 Experts at the event observed that supply chain is responsible for the bulk of the environmental impact like 

greenhouse gas emissions. 

 It is, therefore, crucial to minimise its negative impact, they suggested. 

 "As the second-largest apparel exporter, Bangladesh should continue to drive the sustainable supply chain 

practices given the expected impact of climate change," said Francois de Maricourt, chief executive officer of 

HSBC in Bangladesh. 

 "Impact measurement can help identify supply chain gaps in policy, infrastructure or resources and creatively 

plug them to maximise social benefits and profits for everyone," said UNDP country director Sudipto Mukerjee. 
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 Principal coordinator for SDG affairs Abul Kalam Azad as the chief guest said Bangladesh has already done 

ministry-wise mapping for implementation of sustainable development goals (SDGs). 

 "We've already produced SDG progress report at national level. It'd be mandatory to produce such reports at 

local level from next year," he cited. 

 "We have to change the global mindset that this country is not for basic RMG products. We can make value-

added products," said Shwapna Bhowmick, country manager of Marks and Spenser. 
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Energy 

 

Power supply erratic despite increased coverage: Nasrul 

 The power and energy sector has attracted investments of US$ 18-20 billion over the past decade, helping the 

country to attain 'astonishing' development, Prime Minister's energy adviser Dr Tawfiq-e-Elahi Chowdhury said 

Wednesday. 

 He said the development in the power and energy sector has been possible because of the visionary leadership 

of Sheikh Hasina. 

 "We never saw such a leadership in the past and we don't know when the country will get this type of leadership 

again like Sheikh Hasina," he added. 

 The ongoing development will not continue unless the current government comes to power again, he said.  

 Mr Chowdhury's comments came at a press conference in the city. 

 The Ministry of Power, Energy and Mineral Resources (MPEMR) organised the event to brief about eight projects 

that Sheikh Hasina inaugurates today (Thursday) through a videoconference from her office. 

 Of the eight projects in the power and energy sector, seven have already gone into operation while the 

foundation of one project will be laid today.  

 The power projects, which the Prime Minister will inaugurate, include 275 megawatt (MW) Barapukuria coal-fired 

power plant, 100-MW Brahmangaon HSD power plant, 100 MW Awrahati HSD power plant, 149MW Kadda HFO 

power plant, 300MW Pangaon HSD power plant, 141 MW Sirajganj dual-fuel combined cycle power plant and 20 

MW solar power plant.  

 The Prime Minister will lay the foundation stone of 400MW Ashuganj Power Plant. 

 State minister Nasrul Hamid, power secretary Dr Ahmad Kaikaus, energy secretary Abu Hena Rahmatul Munim, 

chairman of Bangladesh Power Development Board (BPDB) Khaled Mahmood and chairman of Rural 

Electrification Board (REB) Moin Uddin were present at the briefing.  

 Speaking on the occasion, Mr Chowdhury urged the journalists to refrain from criticising the government for the 

next two months.  

 "Please, keep your criticisms of the government on hold for the next two months and extend your support to the 

government so that it can come to power again," he said. 

 State minister Nasrul Hamid noted around 94 per cent people of the country have got access to electricity. 

 He admitted that many places of the country do not get uninterrupted and quality supply of electricity because 

of weak transmission and distribution systems.  

 Uninterrupted and quality electricity would, however, be available within the next couple of years, he said. 

 Mr Nasim expressed his concern over the recent hike in liquefied petroleum gas (LPG) in the local market as 

there is no mechanism in place to regulate its prices.  

 "We've been working on the issue, but still we couldn't find any effective mechanism to regulate the price," he 

said.  

 Power secretary said 80 upazilas have attained 100 per cent electricity connections and 102 more upazilas will 

come under 100 per cent electricity connection coverage today through inauguration by the Prime Minister. 

 Some 92 per cent people have access to electricity, which was 47 per cent in 2009, he said, adding 23 million 

new electricity consumers have been added over the past one decade. 

 The country's overall electricity generation capacity increased to around 20,430 MW, including captive and 

renewable energy, he said. 

 Currently, 55 power plants with a combined electricity generation capacity of 13,564 MW are under construction. 
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Summit LNG gets tax waiver for 15 years 

 National Board of Revenue (NBR) has offered a set of tax benefits to Summit LNG Terminal Co (Pvt) Ltd, 

including tax waiver for 15 years on its income. 

 The company will also enjoy tax exemption on interest amount of foreign loan, royalties, technical know-how 

fees, and technical assistance fees for the period. 

 NBR also exempted Summit LNG from payment of tax on capital gain derived from share transfer within 15 years 

of its commercial operation. 
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 In a Statutory Regulatory Order (SRO), dated October 27, 2018, NBR extended the tax benefit for 15 years.  

 Earlier, in a SRO on March 4, 2018, the tax authority offered the exemption for five years, starting from the date 

of commercial production from its liquefied natural gas (LNG) floating storage and regasification unit (FSRU). 

 The tax benefit for the company is considered to be valid with retrospective effect from March 5, 2018, the 

relevant date of the project, and will continue up to 15 years from the date of commercial production.  

 Talking to the FE on Wednesday, NBR Chairman Md Mosharraf Hossain Bhuiyan said power sector is a priority 

sector of the government. 

 "We have offered the tax benefit following plea of the industry insiders," he said. 

 The company is expected to start commercial operation from its LNG terminal, situated at Moheshkhali in Cox's 

Bazar, from March 2019.  

 In August 2018, Japanese Mitsubishi Corporation signed an agreement with Summit to acquire 25 per cent stake 

in Summit LNG. 

 The floating LNG terminal is being constructed on Build, Own, Operate and Transfer (BOOT) basis under Speedy 

Supply of Power and Energy Act (special rules) 2010. 

 The FSRU will have LNG storage capacity of 138,000 cubic metres with regasificaiton capacity of 500 million 

cubic feet per day (mmcfd). 

 The country's first LNG terminal was set up by the US-based Excelerate Energy Bangladesh Ltd.  

 NBR also offered tax benefit to the company that already started supply of LNG from its FSRU, located at 

Moheshkhali in Cox's Bazar, to national pipeline from September. 
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Company Specific 

 

AB Bank to issue Tk 5.0b bond 

 The board of directors of AB Bank Ltd has decided to issue fully redeemable non-convertible subordinated bond 

for enhancement of Tier-II capital. 

 The AB Bank subordinated bond-IV will be Tk 5.0 billion with seven years maturity, variable rated and fund will 

be raised through private placement, said an official disclosure on Wednesday. 

 The interest will be payable semi-annually (7.0 per cent to 10.50 per cent or as approved by the regulators) 

subject to approval from the concerned regulatory authorities like Bangladesh Bank and Bangladesh Securities 

and Exchange Commission, said the disclosure. 

 The bank will issue the bond for raising fund for enhancement of Tier-II capital and to strengthen the regulatory 

capital base of the bank. 
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ADN Telecom's IPO share bidding to begin Nov 05 

 The bidding for determining the cut-off price for initial public offering (IPO) share of ADN Telecom Ltd by the 

eligible investors is set to begin on November 05. 

 The electronic bidding will continue until 5.00pm on November 08 round-the-clock, officials said.  

 The securities regulator - Bangladesh Securities & Exchange Commission (BSEC), allowed ADN Telecom to 

determine its cut-off price - a requirement for going public under the book building method -- on August 14. 

 As per the regulatory approval, ADN Telecom will raise a capital worth Tk 570 million under the book building 

method. 

 Book building is a process through which an issuer attempts to determine the price to offer for its security based 

on demand from institutional investors. 

 According to the public issue rules, eligible investors and mutual funds are allowed to purchase 50 per cent and 

10 per cent shares respectively at the cut-off price. 

 The general public and non-resident Bangladeshis (NRBs) are allowed to purchase 30 per cent and 10 per cent 

shares respectively at 10 per cent discount on the cut-off price. 

 The company will utilise the IPO (initial public offering) fund to develop infrastructure, establish data centre, 

repay bank loans and bear the IPO expenses. 

 As per the financial statement for the year ended on June 30 last year, the net asset value (NAV) per share is Tk 

16.13. The basic EPS (earnings per share) and adjusted EPS are Tk 2.52 and Tk 2.36 respectively. The weighted 

average EPS stood at Tk 1.81. 

 Earlier in October 2017, the company completed IPO road show as part of going public under the book building 

method. 

 ICB Capital Management is working as the issue manager of ADN Telecom. 

 ADN Telecom Ltd. is one of the leading IT and telecommunication service provider in Bangladesh. It offers wide 

range of data, voice, and internet services to its local and international clients. 
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 It commenced in 2003, as a private limited company, as 'Advanced Data Networks System Ltd'. The company 

was renamed as "ADN Telecom Ltd." and became a public limited company in 2012.  

 ADN Telecom Limited operates highly diverse access and nationwide transmission networks. They are composed 

of wireless, fiber optic and satellite infrastructures. 
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Infrastructure 

 

Project cost may rise 18pc 

 The project cost of Khulna-Mongla rail track is likely to be increased for the second time because of the delay in 

implementation, modification of components and extension of the services of consultants. 

 This led Bangladesh Railway (BR) to ask the Economic Relations Division (ERD) to request India to allocate an 

additional $80 million (or Tk 672 crore) for the project.  

 The Executive Committee of the National Economic Council (Ecnec) first approved the project involving Tk 

1,721.39 crore in December 2010, with a deadline to finish it by 2013 under the first Indian line of credit (LoC). 

 But, the BR could not execute the project on time as it failed to acquire land, forcing it to request the Planning 

Commission to revise the cost up to Tk 3,801.61 crore, up 120.85 percent on the original cost. 

 The cost increase is due mainly to the change in the alignment of the rail route, which enlarged the track's 

length. 

 In May 2015, the Ecnec approved the revised proposal and also set a new deadline, which also expired in June 

2018. 

 Although the implementation period has elapsed for the second time, the BR has been able to use only 18.13 

percent of the project cost in the last five years.  

 Under these circumstances, the BR has sought additional funds and placed a proposal to the Planning 

Commission for a third revision. It also wrote to the ERD to communicate with India to get the allocation from 

the LoC.  

 Regarding the cost increase, Afzal Hossain, the project director, said the extension of the consultancy services 

increased to 42 months from 24 months because of a revision in the design of the Rupsha bridge and the poor 

condition of soil at the site. 

 He said the land acquisition took time: the Deputy Commissioner's office of Khulna handed it on November 3, 

2016 and the DC office of Bagerhat handed it on January 1, 2017. The contractor was awarded the work order on 

March 9, 2017 and it mobilised the workforce two months later. 

 Most of the land acquisition has been completed except in Mongla port area land. Formalities to hand over the 

land in the port area have not been completed yet. 

 Hossain said the contractor -- Indian Railway Construction Company Limited – relies on subcontractors. But 

most subcontractors are not experienced and have failed to show any progress of the project, delaying it. 

 An official of the ERD said they have already sent a letter to India and the fund may be allocated from the third 

LoC as the track will be useful for the proposed India Economic Zone in Mongla. 

 He said the planning ministry has the authority to endorse the cost increase of a project up to a certain level. 

 Once completed, the rail track is expected to boost domestic as well as sub-regional trade. 
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Insurance 

 

Automation key to ins coverage expansion 

 Automation in insurance sector can change its present landscape though widening its coverage, a senior official 

has said. 

 It will also ensure transparency and accountability on the one of the key financial fronts, he added. 

 Automation would help facilitate mobile financial system in the country which ultimately expands insurance 

coverage, said Financial Institutions Division secretary Md Ashadul Islam. 

 He made the observations as the chief guest at a programme to launch the country's largest insurance reform 

project on Wednesday. 

 The World Bank (WB) and the government of Bangladesh are jointly funding the project, 'Bangladesh Insurance 

Sector Development Project', which will end in 2022. 

 The Insurance Development and Regulatory Authority (IDRA) hosted the event at a city hotel with IDRA 

chairman Md Shafiqur Rahman Patwari in the chair. 

 Acting country director of the WB office in Dhaka was the guest of honour at the function which was also 

attended by key insurance stakeholders. 

 Mr Islam said the International Development Association (IDA) of the WB-funded project will make the sector 

vibrant in the next five years. 
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 The IDA focuses on deploying automation system in the insurance sector, he mentioned. 

 He said the project will invest 66 per cent of its total outlay of Tk 6.32 billion to improve IT [information 

technology] infrastructure of the sector. 

 The sector can contribute to eradicating poverty to a large extent, said Mr Islam whose division is the controlling 

the insurance sector. 

 "The number-one goal of the SDGs (sustainable development goals) is to reduce poverty and this is one of the 

effective tools to do so," he added. 

 Addressing the function, the WB official said the insurance sector is much potential in Bangladesh as its large 

population remained out of its coverage. 

 The per-capita insurance premium is amounting to $3.0 here which one of the lowest in the world, he stated. 

 The official highlighted four possible reasons behind the scenes in Bangladesh: people do not know about 

insurance, their limited access to policies, they do not know about right policy and they lack awareness about 

the insurance risk coverage. 

 Project director Md Nayeb Ali Mondol said the scheme will strengthen IDRA, Sadharan Bima Corporation (SBC), 

Jiban Bima Corporation (JBC) and Bangladesh Insurance Academy. 

 He hoped that it would help improve awareness among the people. 

 IDRA member Gokul Chand Das made an address of welcome at the function. 

 Team leader of the project Serap Oguz Gonulal of the WB, additional secretary Mahmuda Begum, Bangladesh 

Insurance Association (BIA) president Sk Kabir Hossain, SBC chairman Prof Shibli Rubayat-Ul-Islam and JBC 

chairman also spoke. 

 The project aims to strengthen IDRA, Bangladesh Insurance Academy, JBC and SBC. 

 It will enable IDRA and BIA to perform their activities in better way through setting up robust IT infrastructure 

and adopting world-class techniques. 

 The project will help JBC and SBC run in a commercial manner through upgrading their operational techniques 

and adopting IT facilities prescribed by the WB. 
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Banks 

 

Banks' earnings per share saw fall in Q3 

 Most of the publicly traded banks have reported negative growth in their Earnings Per Share (EPS) in January-

September period of the year 2018 compared to same period last year.  

 According to banks‘ disclosure posted on the website of Dhaka Stock Exchange (DSE), of the 30 listed banks, 18 

banks have registered negative growth in their earning per share (EPS) in January-September period compared 

to the same period last year. 

 The other 12 banks registered a healthy EPS growth. 

 Talking to the Dhaka Tribune, experts blamed the rise of nonperforming loans as well as irregularities in loan 

disbursement for this regressive trend. As of June 30, nonperforming loans in the country‘s banking sector stood 

at Tk89,340 crore. 

 As per its unaudited financial statement, AB Bank has seen the highest fall in EPS by 91% to Tk0.11, which was 

Tk1.24 in the same period last year.  

 Mutual Trust Bank on the other hand registered the highest growth by 139% and the EPS stood at Tk2.01, which 

was Tk0.84 in the same period a year ago.  

 ―Banks‘ private credit growth went down, export import also is declining, which has caused downtrend in the 

earnings. In addition, default loans have also cast a shadow in earnings as the banks have to keep funds for 

provisioning,‖ former Bangladesh Bank governor Salehuddin Ahmed told the Dhaka Tribune. 

  On the other hand, non-interest earnings of banks has declined, while the operational cost remains high. As a 

result, the earning per share of bank did not increase, said the economist.  

 The performance of banks is not satisfactory in terms of services as well as earnings, which caused the negative 

growth in earning per share, he added.  

 ―Due rise in NPL in the last couple of years, banks have to keep provisioning, which hit their earnings. But it has 

came down sharply in the current year, which helped us earn better,‖ Abdul Halim Chowdhury, managing 

director and CEO of Pubali Bank told the Dhaka Tribune. Pubali Bank EPS rose by 76% to Tk2.69, which was 

Tk1.53 last year. 

 ―On the other hand, we have diversified our loan portfolio instead of single sector focus, which also reduced the 

NPL and pushed the earnings up,‖ said Halim.  

 ―At the end of the current year, earnings will see a sound growth as we are trying to manage funds efficiently,‖ 

he added.  

 City Bank Managing Director Sohail Reza Khaled Hussain said: ―We made huge investments in developing agent 

banking network, in establishing micro credit centre and infrastructural development especially in IT. But we are 

not getting returns from these investments yet.‖  
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 The bank has seen negative growth in EPS by 17% to Tk2.32, which was Tk2.79 last year. 

 ―On top of that, we have to increase deposit rate to attract more funds as there was liquidity crisis in the 

beginning of the year to meet the Advanced Deposit Ration (ADR) of the central bank,‖ said Sohail. 

 ―Next year, we will get the benefits of the investment and hopefully the earning will see improvement,‖ he 

added. 

 Share prices in the banking sector have been on a down trend due to negative growth in earning per share, 

leading investors away from putting more money in the sector. 

 Meanwhile, the contribution of banking sector to the overall turnover has also shrunk in the last couple of 

months. In August, the contribution of banking sector was 13.76%, which came down to 5.36% in September. 

 On Wednesday, sectoral turnover of banking sector was Tk51.5 crore, which is 18.3% of the total turnover of 

Tk514.71 crore. 

 Out of 30 banks, share prices of 16 banks ended in the red, while five banks saw positive gain in prices and nine 

banks showed no change. 

 Anis A Khan, managing director and CEO of Mutual Trust Bank Limited told the Dhaka Tribune: ―Increase of 

business volume and consequent profitability have helped the bank register a better EPS compared to the 

previous year. Reduction of the corporate tax rate from 40% to 37.5% also expedited the earnings.‖ 

 As per the unaudited financial report of January-September period of 2018, EPS of MTB increased from Tk0.84 to 

Tk 2.01 compared to the same period last year. 

 Bankers also blamed the cutting of the lending rate to single digit for the negative trend, as it has reduced the 

earnings of banks to some extent. The deposit rate also cannot be reduced as people are unwilling to  keep 

money for a 6% rate, stakeholders said. 

 In June, the government told private commercial banks to bring down the interest rate on lending to 9% and 

that on deposits to 6% from the existing levels. This came to effect from July 1. 
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